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CLAIM AMENDMENTS 

Claim 1 (currently amended): A micro-machined chemical-mixing device comprising: 

walls of the device forming a chamber having an outlet; 

an evaporator adjacent the chamber for evaporating a ftjad-non-nressurizert fmM anH 

introducing the evaporated liquid-fluid into the chamber; 

a bfuid-feed path for supplying the liquid to the evaporator; and 

an initiator for providing initial or sustained m^ray te feast fee -vnrnratrd liquid thoroby 

aaaaag onorgy trwftr through the ouflot igniting the evan^teH fi„;H ,„ ^ ghggbgr 

Claim 2 (currently amended): Tie device of Claim 1, further comprising aa feLinlet for 

introducing m nop-pressurized_oxidizer into me chamber for foraring a mixture of the 

evaporated Squid-fluid and the oxidizer; 

and wherein the initiator provides energy to combust the mixture of the evaporated liquid 

fluid and the oxidizer, thereby sending a pressure wave through the-aaoutlet. 

Claim 3 (currently amended); The device of Claim 2, wherein the oxidizer is ina gas phase 

mtroducod to the ohambor through an inlot passing through tho walla of dip dovRio. 

Claim 4 (currently amended): The device of Claim 3, wherein the e*i<feef-gas_is aittuppiied 

from outside the deviGoambient air. 

Claim 5 (currently amended): The device of Claim 3L. wherein the oxidizer is evaporated into 

the chamber by the evaporator and mixed with the evaporated toid-fluid to form r^,,^ 

avaporating liquid oxidizer suppled to tho ovapoiatoi by tho liquid food paih. 

Claim 6 (cancelled) 

Claim 7 (currently amended): The device of Claim I, wherein the evaporator has a 

membranous pad containing a plurality of holes and grooves to increase surface adhesion and 

flow of the liquidfluid. 
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Claim 8 (currently amended): The device of Claim 1, wherein the feed path includes at least 

one channel for delivering the fluid to the evaporator, said feed path being designed to aid 

evaporation.fbrther comprising n plurality nf liminnn nnH fraying at leapt one inlet port and at 

least ono outlet port, wherein n nhnmiml nntnrmp rhn i^int peg through a plurality of 

Claim 9 (cancelled) 

Claim 10 (currently amended); The device of Claim 1, wherein the evaporator, the chamber 

and the initiator are formed from at least one of silicon, plastic, ceramic, and glass based 

material, the material being selected based upon operating temperaturee^thin film based quality 

ffiaj^r^^ matoriaj-beiiifi noloctod according to the operatinpr-temporatiim and ouch mntorial 

being soloctod from tho group comprising silicon baaed, ceramics and glass mateaak. 

Claim 11 (currently amended): The device of Claim 1 wherein the evaporator is located 

substantially adjacent to and gaseously connected to the chamber to convert ajiquid phase 

chemicals from, a, liquid phase into a^gaseous phase chemical for introduction into the chamber. 

Claim 12 (currently amended); The micro-device of Claim 2, wherein at least two different 

l^Hids-fl3nds_are supplied to the evaporator by at least two separate inlets for mixing with the 

oxidizer. 

Claim 13 (cancelled) 

Claim 14 (currently amended): The mWdevice of Claim 12, wherein the oxidizer is a gas 

supplied from outside the device and introduced to the chamber through an inlet passing through 

the walls of the chamber for mixing with at least two different evaporated toad^fluids within 

the chamber. 

Claim 15 (currently amended): The micro device of Claim I, wherein the initiator comprises 

at least one of a spark or glow wires to provide combusn'nq^-^y nf Tu«™m nr nthrr ^ 

tomporaturQ performance materials. 

Claim 16 (cancelled) 
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Claim 17 (currently amended): The mkfe-device of Claim ±£ further including at least one 

temperature sensors for efficient mixing between the oxidizer and the fluid, said at least one 

temperature sensor beinp part of the chamberfcorihnfllr rnmpprntum nnntmi 

Claim 18 (currently amended): The H»e*e-device of Claim IJJ, further including at least one 

pressure sensors for efficient mixing between the oxidizer anH the flrndfafrdhnrik prosouro 

control 

Claim 19 (currently amended): The mit^evice of Claim 1 wherein the micro device 

contains no valves, chemical pumps, pressurized chemical lines or pumpsjfor operation of said 

device. 

Claim 21 (new): The device of Claim 1 \ wherein the evaporator includes a pad comprising of 

holes and grooves to increase surface adhesion of the chemical to the pad. 

Claim 22 (new): The device of Claim 21 wherein the evaporator delivers the chemical in a non- 

pressurized state to the chamber. 

Claim 23 (new): The device of Claim 2 wherein the combustion of the evaporated fluid 

generates an acoustic wave, said acoustic wave is used to draw the oxidizer from the first inlet 

into the chamber. 

Claim 24 (new): The device of Claim 23 wherein subsequent combustion is provided by a 

wavefront of the acoustic wave, after the device achieves operational temperature and 

operational acoustic frequency. 

Claim 25 (new): The device of Claim 24 wherein the combustion has a pulsating wave 

characteristics such mat it allows combustion control using methods of constructive addition and 

destructive cancellation of the acoustic wave. 

Claim 26 (new): The device of Claim 1 wherein the device contains no moving mechanical 

parts. 
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